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53 results | 53 results of 53 Holiday Frame Results Whether you are decorating Christmas, or making special gifts, you will love our holiday frame options. Find festive-themed tablet frames, vacations, shadow boxes, felt frames and more. &amp;Description of Delivery Returns From Manufacturer Reviews Showcase your
favorite posters, artwork or photographs in this classic wall frame. Hang on the walls of your living room with other matching frames to make the gallery walls. Details: The black frame found in the size of various Displays ho horrendously or vertically Sawtooth suspends hardware is the shipment that has been attached
&amp; Jump returns Most products can be shipped via standard soil (delivered within 4-6 business days), the second day or the next day. Orders placed on 11:00 AM Middle Time using the second day or the next day will be delivered on the same day. See Full Shipping Policies and Prices › Returns If Michaels.com
purchases don't meet your satisfaction, you can return them within six months (180 days) of purchase. To return items (excluding sample products), items must be new, unused and in their original packaging. You can return items to Michaels store or by post. See Full Return Policy › From Manufacturers jumping
Customers Review Black Poster Frame, Stockholm™ by Décor Studio® rated 3.8 out of 5 by 110. Rated 1 out of 5 by dog lovers 5 from Broke within seconds It was so cheap making it come on the verge of breaking. Put the puzzle in it and try to put the cardboard back on it and it breaks completely. It collapses to pieces
so it's really hard to fix right now. Do not buy unless you do not mind the frame that will break within seconds. Published date: 2020-09-11 Rated 4 of 5 by ItsJess from Perfect fit I didn't have much to compare it but after reading reviews I thought, well, if my poster wasn't appropriate, than I would just restore the frame
and get something else. My posters are fit and they look beautiful! Published date: 2020-08-20 Rated 3 of 5 by Ger16_b from my Okay Frame bought a panoramic poster while in Yellowstone. The price of the frame in this size is insane so I went with this frame. I felt less quality for the usual price tag of $57. I won't buy it
at full price. Hope it holds for a long time. Published date: 2020-08-16 Rated 3 of 5 by Rich517 of Not great but will do so I use the frame to suspend the police patch. I glue the spots onto the 24x36 poster board, then put it in the frame to be displayed on the wall. The good they didn't use real glass because they were
knocked down the road and the glass will probably break. Poster boards sometimes don't fit the frame, sometimes small tabs used to get back to the frame don't always work well. You can cut your fingers to be careful. Sometimes I use screw drives or similar objects to help me push the tab under the frame. The
cheapest way to display my spots, otherwise people will touch them and over time they can be nasty. Date Date 2020-06-11 Rated 3 of 5 by eliztate from S fit but could be better off I ordered these 10 for posters we've collected over the years. 2 of them have badly crushed the plexiglass out of the box. I was a bit
surprised they were plexiglass and not glass - probably didn't read the description quite well. One of them has scratched plexiglass. Returned both crushed and could return third. The frame is suitable for posters and looks nice. I use the Order strips to hang them because I don't trust the hanging tab to hold over time.
Published date: 2020-06-06 Rated 1 out of 5 by writeguy06 from Don't waste your money! This frame is a huge waste of money – for a price almost $70 this frame should include higher quality features than your usual $20 poster frame. But it's not. The frame has the cheapest black tab that bends and breaks after
multiple poster changes. The back is cardboard. Cardboard! No solid support. Perhaps why Michael didn't give a back picture. The hanging tab is attached to the cardboard and is not very solid. And finally, the plexiglass are inexpensive and the weight of the frame is very light and not solid. This frame is a huge
disappointment. Note: it will usually be purchased in the store, but cannot be caused by the current situation. Won't pick it. Published date: 2020-04-19 Rated 1 of 5 by MrMertz of Plexiglass is a nightmare to keep my net buying about a dozen months back and they are an absolute nightmare to keep clean. Plexiglass is a
dust magnet, and trying to clean it without scratching or ramming plexiglass is a nightmare. I'm not going to buy this anymore, Now I have to try and replace it with real glass in the various sizes I bought. I'm looking forward to it. Published date: 2020-03-04 Rated 1 of 5 by Shoequeen019 from Cheap made Don't buy. The
back is made of cardboard and cardboard is cut too large for the frame. When I tried to put our picture in the frame it caused ripple in the picture. Published dates: 2020-01-27 Includes your ideal living room by framing your valuable memories. From clean lines to vintage frames, there is always a way to catch and
highlight for a while. Find your themes, colors and dimensions with various decorative wall frames of Michaels. 262 results | 262 results 262 Revenue Description of Shipping &amp; Returns From Reviews The Manufacturer jumps Capturing your memories for years to come in this black shadow box. This larger shadow
box is ideal for featuring sports jerseys, cheerleaguer uniforms, school pennants, photographs and other keepsakes that require a lot of space. Details:External black finish velour backing30 x 40 opening2 work return loadingIncludes suspends hardware delivery &amp; Jump returns Most products can be shipped via
standard soil (delivered within 4-6 business days), the second day or the next day. Orders placed by 11:00 AM Central Time using the second or next day will be delivered on the same day. See Full Shipping Policies and Prices › Returns If Michaels.com purchases don't meet your satisfaction, you can return them within
six months (180 days) of purchase. To return items (excluding sample products), items must be new, unused and in their original packaging. You can return items to Michaels store or by post. See Full Return Policy › From Manufacturers jumping Big Black Shadow Box Customer Reviews, 30 x 40 by Décor Studio® rated
3.0 out of 5 by 46. Rated 5 out of 5 by BenKenobi from With Patience and care it's great value Personally I really like this frame and it's incredible value if you get it sold at halfway price. Perfectly fit my hockey jersey and easily suspended (I use 2x 100lb dry wall anchors for extra stability and peace of mind). Only the
issue is the back of the frame is finicky and can be easily damaged when separating from the frame to silence your jersey. A great hack for hanging jerseys is to use reverse coat hangers so you don't have to buy hangers specifically for this. Carefully and patiently when hanging, this is a great product. Published date:
2020-09-10 Rated 2 of 5 by Stevek41 of 30×40 cases Way too much money! Items are sold for $79.00 which is ok considering the board and the glass are partly so thin it's easy! But $159.00 is outrageous! Published date: 2020-09-03 Rated 5 of 5 by KoolmoeG from Great products Make sure you get a glimpse of Heavy
Duty and a mirror hangar attachment for this product as a regular picture wire won't be done. Attach to the cancing on the wall because the drywall is not strong enough to hold this frame. I have 3 of these and not one definitely anything. Published date: 2020-08-21 Rated 4 of 5 by Digigee from No glass Box will be
lighter and easier to handle if the acrylic used instead of glass.... Perfect! Published date: 2020-06-27 Rated 1 of 5 by cgeerts from Cheap construction I bought this shadow box to display the blue dress as a birthday gift. Finished products are amazing! Once suspended, it lasted a day before it crashed. The construction
of the frame is very poor!! Don't hang this shadow box! Luckily I bought this item on sale, because it certainly wasn't worth the money!! Published date: 2020-03-30 Rated 3 of 5 by DanielH from Too heavy to suspend this frame hardware is quite heavy. I have read that other buyers have a problem, so I tested it with a
string of wires and hanging them empty for a minute. Thin metal attachment points have begun to swirl and the frame has cracked slightly. I doubt it will last a few hours crashed down. Published date: 2020-03-30 Rated 2 out of 5 by Ely Rod from Easy Broken Glass my brother bought this shadow box to put my
daughter's black Taekwondo belt and uniform. The glass finally cracked. Really disappointed. Published date: 2020-01-31 Rated 5 of 5 by Gary95 of Very Satisfied!! very happy with the ready product. The frame is attention to details. Published date: 2020-01-02 2020-01-02
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